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ASILO

ASILO SANT’ELIA

The Asilo d’Infanzia Sant Elia repre-
sents a seminal point in Italian Modern 
Architecture; a moment when con-
struction, proportion, transparency and 
theory all combine to form not a monu-
ment to Fascism, but rather a well con-
ceived, elegant and subtle contribution 
to the Italian Rationalist movement as 
well as to the history of architecture.  
The Asilo, or public nursery, designed 
by the architect Giuseppe Terragni, 
was executed between his two most 
celebrated works, the Casa del Fascio, 
1932, and the Giuliani-Frigerio Apart-
ment Building, 1939.  Built in 1937, it 
exemplifies the utmost skill in design 
that uses new materials and inven-
tive planning principles to carefully 
orchestrate the new modernist style 
into the realm of the conservative Ital-
ian Fascist architectural movement of 
the 1930’s.  

The Asilo is one of the few projects 
that utilize all of Terragni’s architectural 
canons and is the only built project 
that is not either a political structure, 
tomb, or housing.  Yet despite this, it 
is relatively unknown by the academic 
and professional worlds.  The intent 
of the following research is to docu-
ment, analyze and explain the genesis, 
creation and impact of the Asilo.  The 
simplicity of its white, square concrete 
and stucco structure with moveable 
walls and capability to open up com-
pletely to the exterior has a freshness 
and modernity that can inform and 
influence architects today.
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The Asilo d’Infanzia Sant Elia – by Guiseppe Terragni

I. Introduction
 a. Overview
 b. Significance

II. Modernism in Fascist Italy
 a. Modernism in Other Countries
   i. Northern Europe
   ii. Germany
 b. Difference between southern and northern Italy
   i. Novocento style of Piacentini
  ii. Rationalist style of Terragni

III. The Early Years of Terragni
 a. Biography
   i. Birth
   ii. Education
   iii. Death
 b. Influences
  i. Michaelangelo
  ii. Borromini
   iii. Le Corbusier

IV. Terragni and Politics
 a. Summary
   i. New ideas in a conservative time
 b. Projects
  i. Casa del Fascio, Como, Italy, 1932
  ii. Palazzo Littorio, Project A, Rome, Italy, 1934 (unbuilt)
  iii. Palazzo Littorio, Project B, Rome, Italy, 1937 (unbuilt)
   iv. Palazzo dei Congressi,  Rome, Italy, 1937 (unbuilt)
   v. Danteum, Rome, Italy, 1938 (unbuilt)

V. Events Leading up to the Asilo
 a. History
   i. What is an Asilo?
  ii. Location
  iii. Current Events
 b. Early Designs
   i. Version 1
   ii. Version 2

VI. The Asilo
 a. Typology 
   i. Venetian/ Como Palazzi
   ii. Related Projects
   1. Casa del Fascio
   2. Library, Lugano, Switzerland
   iii. Asilo Framework
   1. U-shape
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 b. Site Plan
   i. Shift on Site   
   1. Orientation
   2. Maximize Square
   ii. Alignment to Bardello Tower
   1. Lictor’s Tower
   iii. Circles
   1. Exterior Spaces for Children
 c. Plans
   i. Description
   1. Summary
   2. Rooms
   3. Structure
   4. Materials
   ii. Relationship to Roman Plan of Como
   1. Como Circulation
   2. Asilo Circulation
    a. Major 
    b. Shifted
   iii. Proportions
   1. Square
   2. Golden Section
   3. Diagon
   iv. Shifting Rectangles
   1. Relation to Painter Mario Radice
   2. Related Projects
   3. Conference Room Fresco
   v. Flexibility
   1. Movable Interior Walls
   2. Operable Exterior Window Wall – East Elevation
   3. Operable Sunshades
 d. Elevations and Sections
   i. Description
   1. East and South Elevation
   2. Sections
   ii. Proportions
   1. Proportional System
   2. Golden Section
   iii. Layering
   1. Elevations
    a. Shifting Rectangles
    b. Vertical and Horizontal Relationship
    c. Transparency
   2. Related Projects
    a. Capitoline Hill, Michaelangelo
    b. Saint Peter’s Cathedral, Michaelangelo
   iv. Relationship of Interior and Exterior
   1. Importance of Health
   2. Operable Exterior Window Wall – East Elevation
 e. Furniture and Fixtures
   i. Description
   ii. Design of Entire Environment
   iii. Use of Color
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VII. Conclusion: “Designing without Adjectives”
 a. Synthesis of Art, Architecture, History, and Theory
 b. Modernism’s Relation to History
 c. Timeless Architecture
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South Elevation

Plan
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West Elevation

North Elevation

East Elevation
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West Elevation

East Elevation
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South Elevation

North Elevation
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Asilo Model

Asilo Model
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Squares in the Asilo Plan
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Golden Sections in the Asilo Plan
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Diagons in the Asilo Plan
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Overlaping Squares in the Asilo Circulation in the Asilo

Paths in the Asilo End Zones in the Asilo
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Golden Sections on South Elevation

Proportions on the South Elevation

Roman Plan of Como Showing Shifting Paths Relationship of Asilo to Bardello Tower
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Golden Sections on South Elevation

Proportions on the South Elevation

Roman Plan of Como Showing Shifting Paths Relationship of Asilo to Bardello Tower
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These are a series of sketches that 
represent the thirty-three panels of the 
Sistine Chapel by Michelangelo.  It was 
executed as a personal exercise that 
emanated from my own fascination 
with the artist and the space itself.  By 
carefully studying and recreating the 
panels, I was able to achieve a greater 
understanding of the theory, structure 
and proportions of the frescoes.  I have 
been in contact with an Art Historian 
at the University of Hartford, who has 
agreed to write text for each of the 
panels and we hope to publish a book 
that illustrates the ceiling and explains 
the narrative and history behind each 
panel.
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GETTY SKETCHBOOKS

The Getty Sketchbooks
Getty Villa Addition Competition, 
Los Angleles, CA.

In 1993, the president of the Getty Trust 
and the program directors decided to 
conduct to conduct a competition to 
select an architect for the renovation 
and expansion of the Getty museum 
in Malibu. A new Getty Center for the 
hilltop site in Brentwood was already 
being designed and an important feature 
of the reorganization plan for the Getty 
was to transform the old Getty Villa into 
a Museum and new center for classical 
studies. Departing from the norm of 
architectural competitions, where 
elaborate presentations of drawings 
and models are typically exhibited, Six 
finalists were selected from an original 
list of 20 architects.  Departing from 
the norm for architectural competitions 
where elaborate presentations of 
drawings and models are typically 
exhibited, only a sketchbook was 
required for the new museum proposal.  
The finalists were invited to visit the 
museum for a period of two weeks days 
to discuss the project and walk the site. 
The architects were given identical 
sketchbooks that were to be returned 
in two weeks describing During this 
time, the invited architects drew and 
they had two weeks to present their 
ideas and proposals for the site. onto 
sketchbooks that were submitted to the 
Getty Trust for consideration.  Based on 
these sketchbooks, the firm Machado & 
Silvetti was selected.

GETTY SKETCHBOOKS
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Herculaneum & the Villa dei Papyri
In the 1950’s, J. Paul Getty bought a ranch in Malibu, 
64 acres in size, just a short distance north of Los 
Angeles along Pacific Coast Highway.  The site was in 
a natural canyon that had been used as a citrus grove.  
Getty had a large collection of classical art, furniture 
and Master paintings that he began to install in the 
Ranch House. By the late 1960’s the collection had out-
grown the gallery spaces in the old house and in 1968, 
Getty decided to build a new museum.  

Getty had owned several houses along the Bay of 
Naples and he had a building in mind to be a model for 
the new Museum.  Getty wanted to make a replica of a 
1st Century Roman Villa that had existed just outside 
the town of Herculaneum. Called the Villa dei Papyri 
after all the papyrus scrolls excavated there in the 
1750’s, this was an example of a luxurious “villa mari-
time” that had been built on a bluff overlooking the 
Mediterranean.  The villa had been covered with ash 
from the Mt. Vesuvius eruption of 79AD. In the 1750’s, 
it had been partially excavated by tunneling.  Some of 
the excavated artifacts from this time were in the Naples 
National Archeological Museum, although the villa had 
been covered over during the intervening years and its 
precise location was unknown. 

A plan of the villa that had been drawn in 1758 by a 
Swiss engineer named Karl Weber still existed and 
based on this drawing and assisted with a small group 
of experts and consultants, Getty set about making a 
replica of the Villa dei Papyri in the Malibu canyon.
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music, the extension of  a perceived image into an auditory experience, are all 
examples of  how the mind’s image can be materialized in the physical world. 
Drawing, because it is the result of  a unique symbiotic relationship between 
an image (from the word imaginary) perceived in the mind and the actual 
physical transformation of  this image into a visual entity of  some kind is an 
intensely idiosyncratic activity and the sketchbooks described here are a cogent 
record of  these deeply personal creative processes. 

For the architect, the mysterious process of  exploring the purely cognitive per-
ception of  a building and transforming it into a physical reality generally 
involves either the making of  facsimile physical models or the sketching of  
facsimile images.  Both mediums enjoy a long tradition and the history of  
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The Getty Sketchbooks
What are the Getty Sketchbooks?
In most architectural design competitions, the archi-
tects are asked to develop the design for a building 
and present it in an elaborate show of drawings, mod-
els, and often a public exhibit. A winner is selected 
based on these carefully prepared, usually expensive 
designs that have often taken months to prepare. 

The architect for the Getty Villa in Malibu, however, 
was selected in a completely different way. From a list 
of 24 candidates, six were given an 11” x 14” bound 
Artist’s sketchbook. The sketchbooks were to be 
returned in 2 weeks and the architect would be given 
the commission based on the contents of the sketch-
book.

Why just a sketchbook to pick an architect for a major 
building? Actually, the Getty Building Committee was 
looking not for a final design, but for a highly creative 
architect and the old tradition of the architect’s sketch-
book was to be employed here to evaluate the creative 
skills and potential of the candidates. This is an exhib-
it about the 6 sketchbooks submitted for the design of 
the Getty Villa that re-opened in 2006. 

An exhibition about the Architects’ drawings from sketchbook entries 
submitted for the International Design Competition for the design of  the 
new Getty Villa in the year 1993.

Roger Sherwood, Professor 
School of  Architecture
University of  Southern California
Brian Andrews, Associate Professor
Kellie Wong Barlow, Assistant
Anthony Laney, Assistant

Funds for this exhibit were provided by the program for  
Advancing Scholarship in the Humanities & Social Sciences
University of  Southern California

Copyright © 2008 Roger Sherwood & Brian Andrews

above:  Herculaneum. Excavated site 
plan, 1st century, A.D. The small resort 
town was built on a bluff overloooking 
the sea. The outline of the coastal edge 
can be seen along the lower part of the 
drawing. Note that the Villa has a differ-
ent alignment with the town grid, assum-
ing a parallel position with the beachline. 
The typical “castrum” grid is in align-
ment more-or-less perpendicularly to 
this line, extending back away from the 

ocean’s edge. The long Peristyle is par-
allel with the line of the beach and the 
atrium was entered from a large Portico 
facing the mediterranean on the west 
side of the Villa. Today, the Sea is some 
distance away to the west. The Villa dei 
Papyri was located a couple of hundred 
meters north of the edge of the town. 
Research Library, The Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles (2005.IA.07) 

above:  This aerial perspective of the 
Villa dei Papyri, entitled “Herculaneum 
to Malibu,” appeared on the cover of the 
1975 pamphlet about the J. Paul Getty 
Museum.  Drawn by E.W. Genter, Jr., 
under the supervision of Norman Neuer-
burg, the drawing shows the Villa dei 
Papyri surrounded by fields in an agrar-
ian setting, out of its original context. Re-
search Library, The Getty Research In-
stitute, Los Angeles (2005.IA.07)
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Recreating the Villa dei Papyri
In the Weber plan to the right, North is approximately 
at 11 o’clock, however, the more important alignment 
is with the coastline that was approximately parallel to 
the long axis of the Peristyle along the upper edge of 
the plan following the line of a bluff overlooking the 
ocean. In this version of the Roman Atrium or Peristyle 
house, a second long arcaded Peristyle courtyard was 
added to one side. Entrance was made through a 
Portico facing the sea so that the main spaces of the 
house, the Portico, Atrium, and inner Peristyle were 
aligned with the entrance and cross axis of the main 
Peristyle. Typically, large villas like this were added to 
over a long period of time accounting for the various 
attachments seen in this plan.  Weber’s excavations 
were made by tunneling in very difficult conditions 
some 30 feet below ground and were abandoned later 
in the 18th century. The overall plan, therefore, seems 
to be quite hypothetical although its basic arrange-
ment and notations of the find spots for the artifacts 
that were discovered and removed lend a certain 
amount of legitimacy to Weber’s plan. The Villa was 
rediscovered and excavations resumed in 1986, 
although, they have been discontinued more recently 
pending resolution over disputes about how to prop-
erly excavate this historic site. 

A comparison of the plans of the Villa dei Papyri and 
the J. Paul Getty Museum shows a direct lineage 
between the two buildings. Not only is the plan organi-
zation of the Malibu replica nearly identical, but the 
absolute size--the scale--nearly identical. It appears 
that the graphic scales on the Weber plan were used to 
deduce the scale for the new building. The appendages 
are different, incremental growth in the Papyri plan vs. 
the planned spaces like the terrace restaurant in the 
Getty, but for all intents and purposes one appears to 
be the accurate reproduction of the other. One disturb-
ing difference, however, one that would come to be 
what was perhaps the most contentious issue about 
the Getty replica and one that was to become a major 
design and planning issue in the competition for a new 
Getty facility was the siting of the new Museum. The 
entrance sequence at Herculaneum, was made from 
the town, to the Portico (Porch) overlooking the sea 
and then into the Atrium, Inner Peristyle Court and 
finally the long Peristyle court that stretched out along 
the bluff.  This was the logical adaptation of the normal 
Atrium house to a beautiful site along the sea. The 
Getty Museum has been rotated 180 degrees to get a 
get better fit with the narrow canyon site in Malibu. 
Thus, the long axis of the Peristyle is now perpendicu-
lar to the seacoast and entry is made from the south-
ern end of the Peristyle rather than the normal Portico/
Atrium, Peristyle sequence.  The eastern position of 
the Portico in Papyri has now been changed to a west 
side opening to a terraced restaurant in the west hill-
side. Correcting the backwards entry problem and 
using the existing Portico was a major design objec-
tive of the competition. 

The team of experts put together in the late 1960’s to 
design and build the replica of Villa dei Papyri included 
Norman Neuerburg, an archaeologist as well as Landon 
& Wilson the architects who had made earlier propos-
als for expanding the old Ranch house. In addition to 
the siting issues noted earlier, there was a need for a 
large parking garage that was put beneath the Peristyle 
Garden. This move took advantage of the natural slope 
of the canyon but resulted in an unorthodox entrance 
to the Museum from the south end of the Peristyle.

The New Museum opened in 1974 to mixed reviews.  
Getty just wanted to create a place that the public 
would like to visit and see his collection and he saw no 
problem with  “re-creating” an antique building.  The 
press had a different perspective about this, however, 
and the issue of authenticity and simulacrum was 
debated in the press for several months.
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above:  This is an oblique aerial view 
from the south. The Ranch House and 
its gardens can be seen on the left side 
of the picture. The date must be about 
1972 as the early stages of construc-

above:  The Villa dei Papyri, first
century Roman Villa, Herculaneum, 
showing the underground tunnels used 
for excavation of the site. Ground floor 

above: This diagram explains the trans-
formations that occurred with the Villa dei 
Papyri plan to make it fit the Malibu site. 
The top view shows the original align-
ment with the Peristyle extended along 
the coastline. The lower left plan shows 
how the plan was rotated 90 degrees to 
fill the narrow canyon of the Malibu site 

plan drawn by Karl Weber in 1759. 
Research Library, The Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles (2005.IA.07)

tion for the Villa can be seen in the lower 
right hand corner. Research Library, The 
Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles 
(2005.IA.07)

Getty Museum “Invitation from the Collector”, [an open letter to the Los 
Angeles Times] Sept. 9, 1973 

J. Paul Getty

“It has been 22 years since I last saw California and my ranch in Malibu, but I still 
consider it my home and I remember it very fondly. It has always been my plan to 
return to live in Malibu as soon as my work abroad is done. It is true of course that 
when I finally do arrive in Malibu and walk into the new building along with the other 
visitors, there will be some things I didn’t expect; and maybe it won’t even live up to 
what I had hoped.  But the public should know that what they will finally see wasn’t 
done on a mere whim or chosen by a committee delegated for such a task; it will 
simply be what I felt a good museum should be, and it will have the character of a 
building that I would like to visit myself. The building will be a replica of a large Ro-
man villa at Herculaneum, a town near Pompeii which was destroyed by the same 
eruption of Vesuvius in AD 79.  It was the largest private home found at either site, 

and we have re-created it as exactly as possible following the floor plan of the origi-
nal.  Of course, many details have had to be changed, such as the stairways which 
would have been too narrow and dangerous; and we have introduced an elevator for 
convenience but on the whole, it will look very much like a private Roman dwelling 
of the first century would have looked in its prime.  We have employed a historical 
specialist in the field to make sure that the detail is correct.  There is, I believe, no 
other place in the world where one can go to see such a building in any state except 
in ruins, as one sees them now at Pompeii.  There are replicas and imitations of an-
cient public buildings, but none of a private structure--so this one should provide a 
unique experience. It would be normal in our day and age to wonder why a museum 
built in the 1970’s should be done as a re-creation of a Roman villa of the first cen-

tury.  The principle reason concerns the collection of Greek and Roman art which 
the museum has managed to acquire.  It is not generally known, but the museum in 
Malibu has now one of the three or four best and largest accumulations of classical 
art in America; and what would be more logical than to display it in a classical build-
ing where it might originally have been seen?  In fact, we know that the Roman villa 
after which ours was modeled was the place where much of the best sculpture now 
in the Naples museum was once found. It was one of the richest sources for sculp-
ture in the whole area.  Since its is an accepted part of both American and European 
museums to include period rooms for furniture and paintings and to build a complete 
setting, an environment as they sometimes call it, to give the feeling of what it would 
look like together.  Why not do it for Greek and Roman sculpture?  But instead of a 

above:  J. Paul Museum, Malibu, aerial 
perspective from the south-east, 1972. 
This rendering, probably drawn by E.W. 
Genter, working for Landon & Wilson, is 
a picturesque image of the reconstituted 
Villa dei Papyri ensconced (and reversed) 
in its canyon landscape. All of the essen-
tial features are visible in this view in-
cluding the garage entrance beneath the 

Peristyle in the lower part of the draw-
ing, the Herb Garden on the west side of 
the building including the terracing of the 
west hillside, the terraced Restaurant op-
posite the West Portico, the Ranch Com-
plex seen in the upper part of the picture, 
and even the remains of the lemon grove 
along the upper part of the west hillside. 
Courtesy, Richard Ross. Research Li-
brary, The Getty Research Institute, Los 

with the long axis of the plan, extending 
the Peristyle toward the coastline. The 
Portico remains in the original position on 
the east side of the building. However, in 
the final plan built in Malibu (bottom), the 
rotated plan is flipped so the Portico is 
now on the west side of the building.
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The Idea of the
Esquisse Competition

In the spring of 1993, the Getty Board asked Bill Lacey 
to become a professional advisor to help find an archi-
tect to work on the renovations of the Getty Museum.  
Lacey, who was the secretary of the Prizker Prize com-
mittee, a former president of Cooper Union, and a pre-
vious director of the Architectural programs for the 
National Endowment for the Arts, had helped Getty 
with the design competition that resulted in the selec-
tion of Richard Meier as the architect for the Getty 
Center that opened in 1997. Because of limited time 
and a very ambiguous program, Lacey suggested 
a limited two-stage competition using an esquisse 
concept of sketching as a way to select an architect.  
This was based on the Ecole des Beaux Arts tradition 
of short design exercises. Using the sketch format for 
the Getty Villa would allow the Selection Committee to 
choose an architect who would help them develop the 
potential of the site in a short period of time without 
having a definite program or absolute design objec-
tives.  In effect the esquisse process would allow the 
architects to interact with the Committee about 

concepts for the development of the site and program 
without making a specific design proposal. Lacey rec-
ommended a procedure for the competition, a sched-
ule, required documents and a budget. He suggested a 
two-stage competition with a list of about 20 architects 
invited to submit a resume and samples of their work. 
Six architects selected from this list would be given a 
sketchbook to be returned to the Committee in 2 weeks. 
The idea was to keep the process conceptual the pur-
pose of which was to select an architect not a final 
design.

On Oct. 28 and 29, there were meetings with the final-
ists at the Getty Villa. These meetings were conducted 
as an orientation seminar to visit the site and further 
acquaint the architects with the Getty organization and 
needs and to discuss the program and site conditions.  
There was a question and answer period, the architects 
were able to tour the site and each was given a pack-
age of materials with instructions to return the sketch-
book by Nov. 11.

In November and December, the Committee visited the 
offices of the 6 finalists where they discussed the ideas 
submitted in the sketchbook, how the offices were 

The Architect’s Sketchbook &
the tradition of the esquisse

“When one travels and works with visual thinking-
architecture, painting or sculpture-one uses one’s 
eyes and draws, so as to fix deep down in one’s expe-
rience what is seen.  Once the impression has been 
recorded by the pencil, its stays for good, entered, 
registered, inscribed.  The camera is a tool for idlers, 
who use a machine to do their seeing for them.  To 
draw oneself, to trace the lines, handle the volumes, 
organize the surface…all this means first to look, and 
then to observe and finally perhaps to discover. And 
it is then that inspiration may come.  Inventing, creat-
ing, one’s whole being is drawn into action, and it is 
this action which counts.  Others stood indifferent---
but you saw!”
             Le Corbusier

History is filled with examples of architect’s sketch-
books.  Often part of a travel dairy, the free-hand sketch 
was a convenient medium to record discoveries, obser-
vations, and ideas, sometimes as a record of a beauti-
ful scene or landscape, often as a notational device to 
precisely record something to be filed away for later 
use.  But, as Le Corbusier observes, the sketch was 
much more than a mere reproduction, it was the super-
lative medium of design exploration and was thus the 
indicator of the author’s knowledge, conceptual 
insights, and artistic skill.

“Esquisse,” the French word for “sketch,” was used to 
describe the design “concours” that were used in the 
Ecole des Beaux Arts in the 18th century.  Two differ-
ent kinds of exercises were typically used in the Ecole: 
“projects rendus” that were design projects about 2 
months in length, and the ”esquisse” exercises that 
consisted of a single drawing that was done in a few 
hours. The idea of the short “sketch” exercise was 
thus the model of a quick study that allowed for a seri-
ous investigation of a design but done in a short period 
of time. 

The “esquisse” idea was adopted by the Getty Committee 
as a way to quickly see how each architect would 
engage the site while at the same time getting deep 
insights into the creative design skills of each.  

The architects studied the site for 2 days and then con-
tinued to work turning in their sketchbooks 2 weeks 
later. The winner was selected on the basis of the 
sketchbook and later visits to the architect’s offices.
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room or two, we are doing a whole building. Besides sculpture, which will be shown 
on the main floor, the museum’s collections will also include paintings and French 
furniture; and vthose pieces will go on the top floor, which will be completely differ-
ent in character.  In general, the whole museum will be closer to an environmental 
museum that any others I know, excepting only some, which specialize in American 
art, such as Winterthur in Delaware.

This idea lies close to my heart, and the reason is that I like a museum to be intimate 
and friendly.  I do not get as much pleasure from a series of neutral galleries in which 
one sees a row of paintings or a row of statues as I do when they are placed in an 
appropriate setting.  I would like every visitor at Malibu to feel as if I had invited him 

to come and look about and feel at home.  That is something we can offer better than 
a large city museum with exhibitions from many diverse periods and countries and 
cultures.  It is hard for a museum built with public money raised from thousands of 
donors to retain an intimate character. I realize that our new building will be an un-
usual one and that architecture of this nature is not being done in our day and age.  
It is more normal for the trustees of a museum to hire an architect of renown to make 
a completely new design which hopefully, would itself be a work of art.  I have no 
criticism of this method; it is sometimes successful and sometimes not, depending 
on how good the architect is. But why should we assume that art created in the first 
century would look better in a brand new modern building instead of one in the style 
of the first century?  After all, in the first century they made some very beautiful con-

structions.  Why not show Californians what an especially attractive Roman building 
would have looked like, with its gardens, fountains, even details such as the lamps 
and appropriate flowers?  Many contemporary museum buildings have failed while 
attempting less than that.”

continued

left:  This is an aerial photograph of the 
Getty Villa complex nearing completion,
c. 2006. Courtesy, Morley Construction 
Company.

organized and how the project would be managed, 
toured selected built projects and interviewed some of 
each firm’s clients. The Committee met at the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences in Cambridge to review 
what they had learned from the interviews and to fur-
ther discus the candidates and a letter from Lacy on 
April 4, 1993, announcing that the choice had been 
reduced to Machado/Silvetti and Siza. On May 23, 1993, 
the Getty announced Machado/Silvetti the winners.

The real genius of the equisse concept was its value in 
making judgments about design skill in its most basic 
form.  The free-hand sketch has a remarkable ability to 
synthesize the subtle nuances of the designer’s cogni-
tive process, correlations to imagery of all kinds, the 
ability to apply analogies and precedents, and skill at 
exploring hypothesis that are characterized by a lot of 
unquantifiable data. There seems to be no better medi-
um to brainstorm perceptual visual phenomena.  What 
a brilliant but deceptively simple idea to find out about 
the 6 finalists by requesting a sketchbook addressing 
all the basic issues of the Getty Villa project: Creativity/
Imagination of Approach; Flexibility; Style; Sympathy; 
Master Planning Ability; and Experience.

GETTY SKETCHBOOKS
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Ink on paper napkins: the proverbial pri-
mary medium of the designer. Alternative 
explorations of site and condition.

More sketches on paper napkins. Collage of visual notes. The first attempt 
to map the site, understanding the condi-
tion beyond the original Villa.
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Craig Hodgetts & Hsin-Ming Fung

The approach to context is never one of imitation but 
rather of invention within the comprehension of the 
scenario.  This expertise and a history of compelling 
drawings throughout their work undoubtedly made 
Hogetts and Fung a natural selection as one of the six 
finalists for the addition to the Getty Villa.  Their sketch-
book is in a sense very much like their work.  It is 
extremely graphic, dynamic and to a certain extent 
mechanical, that is, well-ordered and concise.  The fact 
that both Hodgetts and Fung are teachers becomes 
very obvious in the organization and sentiment of the 
sketchbook.  The sketchbook is also structured in such 
a way that it suggests a somewhat casual conversa-
tion between the two protagonists.  Unlike some of the 
other sketchbooks, the approach in Hodgetts and Fung 
is more informal.  It is as if the two architects sat down 
and began brainstorming.  The result is a illuminating 
journey through the methodology of the designers.

Craig Hodgetts and Hsin-Ming Fung began their part-
nership in 1984.  Hodgetts came from a background 
that included James Sterling and his own firm called 
Studio Works.  Fung, having recently graduated from 
the University of California, Los Angeles, invited 
Hodgetts to work with her on a limited competition 
thereby establishing the relationship that five years 
later would become Hodgetts and Fung.  Their work 
can be classified as dynamic and has even been 
described as ad hoc, ephemeral and hybrid.  Ideas of 
cinema, montage and collage infiltrate their projects.  
Their architecture typifies a West Coast High-Tech sen-
sibility, one that has been termed “Rough Tech.”  Their 
ability to maneuver around and design within a his-
torical context was clearly exhibited by the Towell 
Library at UCLA.  

The Proposals

The sketchbook of Hodgetts and Fung was quite differ-
ent than their counterparts.  Whereas the other contes-
tants typically came up with an idea and then devel-
oped it as far as they could given the time constraints, 
Hodgetts and Fung, instead developed eight different 
schemes or variants, and then combined the best 
aspects of those variants to form a final scheme.  This 
methodology in itself is quite commendable, but it is 
remarkable given the short amount of time of the com-
petition. Laced within the drawings of the eight schemes 
is a “conversation” between Hodgetts and Fung.  The 
effect is quite extraordinary.  It is as if the reader is 
present as the two designers work through the various 
options. It is a telling and effective method of illustrat-
ing the work technique of these two architects.  After 
the title page, that really sets the stage in terms of the 
overall graphic sensibility of this book, there are a 
series of eight different “napkin” sketches.  One defi-
nitely gets the idea that this sketch was executed dur-
ing the first day of the tour at the villa.  It is an effective 
beginning to use an iconic element as a way of intro-
ducing the viewer into this private architectural con-
versation.  The next three pages of the book dealt with 
the existing conditions of the villa and the entry road 
that went to the west side of the villa.  Pages 7 through 
14 then systematically explored the eight different 
schemes.  Each one of these eight pages is laid out in 
a similar manner in that the site plan of the variant 
dominates the page and is placed graphically within 
the composition of different elements such as text, 
notes, and the photo of that version of the clay 
model.

Long sections for Variant 1 and 2. Three diagrammatic sections.

Variant 1 Variant 2

Comparing scaled drawings on tracing 
paper to free-hand sketches directly on 
the sketchbook. 

adjacent:  Scenographic, narrative 
perspectives drawn to investigate and 
visualize the variant designs.

above: Framed views of site features 
and a schematic cross section through 
the Cast Museum.

Early sketch site plan showing develop-
ment on the east side of the Villa.

right:  Final sheet of framed views of site 
features and a schematic cross section 
through the cast museum.

Schematic plans of the first floor plan of 
the Villa. Felt pen on yellow trace.
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Interview

Was there a strategy in your mind when you were 
producing the book in terms of the overall character, 
such as a sketchbook, a more formal book, artsy 
etc.?

MF:  Definitely not corporate.  I think we were trying to fig-
ure how to bridge between something that looked sketchy 
and a sketchbook that looked like a photo album, kind of a 
collage of ideas and different types of drawings and text.  
So that was a way for us to have a sketchbook that was a 
part of the design process.  It was always a kind of back 
and forth, because sketching is always thought of as some-
thing that is spontaneous and we all know that sketching is 
actually not a spontaneous thing and then how we record 
something which is chronological.

CH:  [referring to the sepia color of the drawings] What was 
great was...this was when we had this three color copier.  It 
wasn’t a color copier, it had only three colors one of which 
was a terra cotta.

[referring to the original building] Did you think it was 
a big mistake or not? 

MF:  No I don’t think so, I mean its Hollywood, California, 
and everything in Los Angeles has some of that, its pretty 
much part of the tradition here.  What I call the vernacular 
of Los Angeles, which is to do a lot of replicas.  In a way it 
has a certain kind of legacy of what LA is, I mean that is 
part of LA.

But not quite theme park?

CH: No more disciplined than that...it was all transported to 
another kind of realm.  It didn’t feel out of place.  I think the 
way we decided to treat it was like a found object, an 
artifact, that is really the way we saw it.” 

Schematic floor plans for the Ranch 
Complex. Felt pen on yellow trace.

Villa basement plan on trace overlay to 
investigate the remodeling of the Villa.

Variant 3 Variant 4 Variant 5 Variant 6

Long sections for Variants 4 and 5.

above: Lighting for the cast Collection

both left:  Sheets of sketches exploring 
details and features of the Bookstore, 
Cafe, and Multimedia.

left:  Sketch details of the Parking and 
Entry sequence.

above:  Development of the Antiquities 
relative to the entry court and existing 
Villa.

above:  Gallery sections and lighting 
ideas and details.

right:  Details for the Cast Collection, 
Cafe and Multimedia.

This series of three drawings shows the 
north end of the Villa, part of the Ranch 

House (left), and the new group of ad-
ditions between the ranch and the Villa 

(right) that create the new entrance from 
the east of the site.

Craig Hodgetts and Ming Fung founded their firm in 1984. Both are  architect/ educa-
tors.  Fung currently is the Director of Graduate Studies at the Southern California 
Institute of Architecture and Hodgetts is a professor at UCLA’s School of Architecture 
and Planning. In addition to team teaching stints  at Yale University and Ohio State 
University, Fung  taught for 16 years at Cal Poly Pomona while Hodgetts has taught 
since 1972 at UCLA.   Fung has a BA from California State University at Dominguez 
Hills and earned her M. Arch at UCLA. Hodgetts earned his M.Arch from Yale after 
undergraduate study at the University of California Berkeley’s College of Environ-
mental Design, Automotive Design at the General Motors Institute, and studies in the 
Theater Arts program at Oberlin College.  Ming received the Rome Prize in 1991.  
Before co-founding Hodgetts & Fung, Craig Hodgetts worked for James Stirling and 

co-founded Studio Works with Robert Mangurian.  Between 1969 & 1984, Studio 
Works received three First Design Awards from Progressive Architecture.  Hodgetts 
was a Founding Dean of the School of Design at the California Institute of the Arts, 
and was also active in curriculum development in the Department of Environmental 
Design at the Arts Center of Design in Pasadena.

Biography 6

The Final Scheme

Hodgetts and Fung utilized different aspects from the 
eight different variants to construct the final proposal.  
It appears as if they decided to enter from the north 
Los Liones entrance.  The slightly curved parking 
structure from Variant 6 is placed on the northeast side 
of the site. The large drop-off Plaza from Variant 7 and 
8 is situated immediately below the parking.  From this 
area it is assumed that the patrons then approached 
the complex from the east side and arrived at an entry 
court that actually never materialized in any of the 8 
variants.  This Entry Court was positioned directly 
north of the Villa, between it and the Conservation 
Institute that Hodgetts and Fung had placed on the 
south side of a newly formed courtyard.  A winding 
path that is also accessible from the Drop-Off area 
leads up the north hill to the bridge-like structure of 
Variant 8.  Along this path one encountered a series of 
structures identified as Scholars Housing.  This is 
another element derived from one of the earlier 
variants, but seems to have come about only in the 
final scheme.  The Theater is situated at the northern 
most portion of the site.  This position was common to 
most of the Variants, although in the final the Theatre 
seems to have been placed even further up the north 
hill. As mentioned before, there is a courtyard formed 
to the south of the Ranch House.  This courtyard 
initially is seen in Variant 4, but really matures in Variant 
8.  The courtyard that is formed by the L-shaped Ranch 
House, the Conservation Institute to the south and the 
Auditorium to the west is one of three contained 
spaces in the final scheme.  The second space is the 
before-mentioned Entry Court which is flanked by the 
Conservation Institute and the Villa proper. The Visitor’s 
Center and the Mechanical Building are located on the 
west end of the Entry Court. It is clear that this 
fascination with the mechanical aspects of the project 
intrigued and delighted the architects.

Variant 7 Variant 8

right:  This fold out east-west section is 
cut at the Cast Museum-Auditorium ele-
ment of the Southwest corner of the Villa. 
The Cast Museum can be seen on the 
left, the Auditorium element in the center, 
and the south elevation of the Peristyle. 
Sepia transparency of a pencil original.

right:  A partial north-south section 
through the Villa, revealing developments 
below the Ranch Complex, including the 
skylights in the Conservation areas.

This partial north-south section drawing 
through the Villa details the develop-

The final pages within the sketchbook 
consist of precise drafted drawings of 
Variant 8. Sepia transparencies of origi-
nal drafted pencil drawings are pasted 
into the sketchbook. Different levels are 
super-imposed, resulting in a collage of 
floor plans overlaid as transparent layers. 
Rubber stamp lettering in red and blue is 
used to designate floor elevations. 

The Conservation Institute as an overlay 
on the schematic plan of the Villa and 
additions to the Ranch Complex.

Final Scheme clay model. Vertical View. Final Scheme clay model. Aerial view 
from the south looking up the canyon.

Final Scheme clay model. Oblique view 
from the west.

Final Scheme clay model. Vertical view.

right:  Final Design Site Plan. Sepia print 
fold-out in the sketchbook.

ments on the north hill. This is a foldout 
sepia transparency of a pencil original.
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This is the earliest site plan showing the 
villa grouping in the center.

Sketch site plan of all the essential parts 
of the site concept, elements in the center 
aligning with the geometry of the Villa.
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Franklin D. Israel

At the meeting in late October, 1993, the packet of 
materials given to the 6 finalists included statements 
about the importance of the general Mediterranean 
ambience of the site and the delight of discovering a 
Roman Villa in a canyon in Malibu. The classical refer-
ences were very limited but clearly an appreciation of 
classical architecture was important because of the 
collection of artifacts to be exhibited here and because 
of the Roman Villa already on the site.  It is not surpris-
ing, therefore, that most of the architects incorporated 
classical building elements into their designs in the 
form of amphitheaters, forums, stoas, and various gar-
den ideas and other building types. The Getty expected 
an appreciation of classical scholarship but it was not 
explicit exactly how this should be done and the door 
was open to different attitudes about how to build in 
the mixed climate of the Villa, the Ranch, and the Malibu 
natural landscape. 

View of the parking, pen and ink sketch. 
Little of the site is shown but a reference 
to the Poecile at Hadrian’s Villa, Tivoli.

Sketch plan of the grotto, showing the 
connection between the underground 
parking structure and the cisterns.

This sketch is a collage of plan diagrams 
and perspectives of the promenade and 
grotto.

Pen and ink sketch of a proposed prom-
enade on the west side of the Villa along 
the edge of the Herb Garden. 

Sketches comparing the existing muse-
um, additions, and new Cast Museum.

above:  Studies for the Cast Museum.  
Roman buildings were seen as proto-
types for program elements in the new 
design.  Here, the cellular wall structure 
of the Roman Bath is used as the Cast 
museum resulting in this two-story high, 
cellular structure to be built along the hill-
side west of the existing Villa.

right:  Study for a series of grottos cut 
from the hillside along the east side of 
the Villa. The architect was proposing 
to enlarge the program to include other 
functions typical of the ancient Roman 
villa, such as walks, vistas, and oth-
er activities to take place in a park-like 
setting. This page consists of several 
small sketches in pen and pencil that 
have been pasted to a sheet, Xeroxed 
onto adhesive-backed film and then 
pasted into the sketchbook, with over-
laid typed narrative. This collage tech-
nique is typical of the Israel sketchbook.

Penciled sketch design for a sculpture 
in one of the grottos along the proposed 
“passagiatta” system.
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Pencil sketch of Domus Aurea and Bath 
of Tragen complex attached to the west 
side of the existing Villa.

Pencil sketch of part of Hadrian’s Villa 
at Tivoli (the “Poecile”) a huge porticoed 
enclosure, used as a parking structure.

Pen & ink, views & details of the Artist’s 
in Residence to the east of the Villa as 
well as features along the “Passagiatta.”

Pen & ink sketches, the Odeon and 
Scholar’s Center.  The small plan is of 
the precedent, the Theater in Pompeii.  

The Sketchbook
The proposed Romanization of the Malibu site is cer-
tainly the dominant feature of Frank Israel’s sketch-
book.  The general references to historic archetypes 
that can be seen in the other finalists, has here been 
elevated to an entirely new level of inquiry both in the 
number and kind of antecedents proposed. But the 
general Italianate quality of the book also comes from 
the quotations from Pliny that function as a narrative 
in the second half of the sketchbook.  It is as if the 
competition was seen as opportunity to treat the Villa 
Papyri as merely the first move in the creation of a 
Classical village.

Frank Israel’s plan went way beyond casual references 
to a few classical elements.  He proposed the importa-
tion of famous buildings of antiquity. His plan, a not 
too subtle reference to Hadrian’s Villa at Tivoli, was to 
be made almost entirely of copied ancient monuments. 
It was literally a collage of specific classical buildings 
and ideas including Villa Adriana, Domus Aurea (includ-
ing both the Golden House and the footings from 
Tragan’s Bath), Tiberius’ villa at Sperlonga, the Roman 
Bath, both of Pliny’s villas at Laurentinum and Tuscany 
(that existed only as written descriptions), Greek and 
Roman outdoor theaters, the amphitheatre, and other 
minor elements such as grottos, aviaries, fountains, 
and a “passagiatta” system of walks that would hold 
this ensemble together. It was a veritable trove of ideas, 
buildings, and landscapes from antiquity.  This was 
something much more than references to a support 
cast of classical footnotes.  It was the wholesale adop-
tion of classical precedents.  Where others interpreted 
the references that the Selection Committee was mak-
ing as reverential gestures to the existing villa, Israel 
saw an opportunity to turn the site itself into a full-
blown exhibition of classical culture: art, buildings, 
and gardens.

The key to understanding Israel’s enthusiasm for this 
idea is contained in the frontispiece to the sketchbook.  
It is an excerpt from Pliny The Younger’s letter to Gallus 
describing his villa Laurentinum:

“You marvel at the extent to which my Laurentium 
delights me. But you will cease to   marvel when you 
come to know the charm of the villa, the advantageous 
nature of the place, and the extent of the seacoast.” 

Pliny’s Villa Laurentinum was a type of Roman villa dif-
ferent from the Getty re-creation of the Villa dei Papyri 
at Herculaneum.  Exactly what it was like has been the 
subject of speculation for generations of architects, 
but it seems to have been a sprawling organization 
after the model of Villa Adriana, an accretive typology 
capable of embracing a large peristyle residence as 
part of a larger ensemble. But Israel seems to have 
seen Pliny’s description as setting the tone for the 
Malibu site, a miniature Villa Adriana, built in stages 
over time, but all inclusive in its organization and 
physical qualities. This model allows for the importa-
tion of various building and landscape elements. It is 
as if this was part of the larger excavation of the Villa 
Papyri which had been uncovered earlier.

above:  This is a pencil sketch of Do-
mus Aurea, often called Nero’s Golden 
House, located on the Oppian Hill, near 
the Colosseum in Rome. Superimposed 
over the pencil sketch is a photo of a 
model of the existing Villa shown at a dif-
ferent scale without any new additions. 
The curving part of the plan and the di-
agonal system of parallel walls record 
the footprint of the foundations of the ter-
races of the Baths of Tragan that were 
built over the house in a later period. This 
complex is used in the Israel sketchbook 

as a model for the Cast Museum, galler-
ies and auditorium.  Like the original, it 
is a structure that has several terraced 
levels and also functions as a retaining 
wall.  In this application, the complex 
has been rotated 180 degrees from its 
position in Rome, apparently, to provide 
a regular edge along the western edge 
of the existing Villa. The spaces between 
walls were to be used as galleries.  The 
architect never makes it clear how or 
why the original Domus Aurea would be 
recreated in Malibu. 

left:  Pencil design sketches for garden 
features and the “Poet’s Corner” along 
the “promenade passagiatta.” These 
drawings show a quite developed pro-
posal for the features, materials, and 
even the plant materials and sculpture 
that might be used in the design of the 
garden.

Pencil on velum, studies for the cast
museum.

Partially rendered pencil drawing of the 
south view. Notice that, from this page, 
each page is now centered on a spread.

Pencil sketch studies for the conversion 
of the existing Museum, “Opening up the 
Existing Villa For Light and Views.” 

Franklin D. Israel was born in New York City in 1945. He received a bachelor’s degree from the University of 
Pennsylvania and later studied architecture at Yale University and at Columbia University, where he received 
his Master of Architecture degree in 1971. In 1973, he received the Rome Prize and spent two years as a 
resident fellow at the American Academy in Rome. He moved to Los Angeles in 1979 to teach at the School 
of Architecture at the University of California, Los Angeles. He spent his first several years in Los Angeles 
working in the entertainment industry as a set designer for several films. In 1979, he also designed the first 
of a kind of building in which he would excel: offices for independent movie production companies, including 
the headquarters for Virgin Records in 1991. But Israel is most widely celebrated for a series of private hous-
es that pushed the modern vernacular of Southern California architecture to a peak of excellence. Along with 
Frank Gehry, Morphosis, and Eric Moss, Israel was part of a group referred to as the “Santa Monica School.” 
Several of the projects built during this time, including the Lamy-Newton Pavilion, designed in 1988, were 
additions to existing buildings. A staunch supporter of incremental design, Mr. Israel believed that the juxta-

position of newer and older structures symbolized the heterogeneity of the contemporary city. He delighted 
in the aura of Hollywood, and several of his most distinguished residential projects were for people in the en-
tertainment business, including the director Robert Altman, the actor Joel Grey and the agent Howard Gold-
berg, who, with Jim Bean, commissioned a Hollywood Hills house in 1991. In recent years, Mr. Israel’s firm, 
Israel Callas Chu Shortridge, had begun to obtain commissions for large public projects, most notably the 
Fine Arts Building at the Riverside campus of the University of California. As a passionate city lover, he wrote 
about his work and the impact of New York, Rome and Los Angeles on his architecture. Seeking to bridge the 
gap in scale between individual buildings and the urban context, he spoke of designing “cities within,” inte-
rior spaces with the variety, color and surprise of a major metropolis. In his film production offices, Mr. Israel 
conceived of corridors as urban streets, leading to unexpected visual experiences. His use of fragmented 
forms echoed the fractured texture of the Los Angeles cityscape. Trained in the formative years of the post-
modern movement, he was open to many approaches to design. Franklin Israel died in 1996 at the age of 50. 

Biography

Pencil sketches of the Domus Aurea/
Cast Museum area. 
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Pencil sketches of features along the 
“Passagiatta,” derived from historic gar-
den precedents.

Pencil sketches of features along the 
north end of the “passagiatta” for the 
east hill. 

Plan reproduction and sketch perspective 
in pencil. “The New Theater at the Getty,” 
after the theater at Herculaneum.

right:  The finished design, a site plan 
carefully drafted in ink on linen, a foldout 
drawing 3 times the size of the sketch-
book. Key features and elements include: 
a) the entrance from the Pacific Coast 
Highway and access along the eastern 
side of the old villa including entrance to 
the garage, a Model Museum and Artist 
in Residence complex on axis with the 
Atrium, and several grottos, aviaries and 
a lookout at the top of the hill; b) access 
long the west hill including the Domus 
Aurea element that is the Cast Museum 
and Auditorium, a remodeled Restaurant 
and Outdoor entry plaza west of the Por-
tico, and the Odeon and Scholars center 
and Poet’s Corner combined in a recon-
stituted Pompeii theater complex; c) a 
remodeled Ranch complex with a court-
yard around the Monkey fountain. 

From an Interview with Annie Chu:
Frank Israel passed away in June, 1996. Annie Chu, 
who had worked in the Israel office during the time of 
the competition and was a major actor in the work on 
the sketchbooks.

“Frank was very interested in understanding history, what 
the old villa was like, as a kind of simulacra....There were 
a couple of examples of promenade that translated to ‘pas-
sagiata.’

About the application of precedents from antiquity:

“He calls them Hadrian’s Villa and he calls these things 
certain names but if you look at the actual representation 
he never really tells you what this thing is really going to 
look like....He was coming from the 70’s where he worked 
in the movie industry, he saw this as a place of delight, he 
always talked about doing architecture that was not worth 
doing if it was not memorable.  He is struggling to find some 
way where he would appease the idea that this original, 
somewhat historic context is still maintained. But I don’t 
think he had any intention of reproducing it.  He saw Kahn 
as a possible direction. He felt that the story had started a 
certain way with the original villa and the way to probably 
continue was to take the story line and start moving it in a 
more modern direction.

“You can get Frank’s style...in some of these [sketches] if 
you read between the lines and kind of look at the layout. 
The terminology was kind of classical, but I think here he is 
being a little more ambiguous about what stylistic direction 
he is going in…on the one hand he is trying to balance 
between making it look like this effort has a strong back-
bone and an understanding of the historical context of what 
he was working on. But some of these sketches could have 
been of someone’s current work, like this one that has this 
semi-circular thing. He would have drawn something very 
similar for his Virgin Records project. Frank was such a 
facile…these are really very suggestive but they don’t lock 
him into.”

above:  Site model, white Strathmore 
paper. This remarkable miniature con-
tour model of the whole site was inserted 
into the last half of the sketchbook and 
provides a 3D construction of the whole 
complex.  While this was strictly outside 
the rules of the competition that specified 
that the sketchbooks were not to be al-
tered, this strategy resulted in what was 
probably the most scintillating overall 
image of how the Getty site could be 

transformed. Even though the vertical 
scale of the model is abbreviated (nec-
essary to fit into the thickness of the 
sketchbook), it successfully captures the 
3D quality of the contours, landscape, 
and building elements of the canyon. The 
one half page format makes it possible to 
view the drawings on the left while see-
ing the whole organization in the model 
on the right. 
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This small gauche sketch of the Temple 
of Artemis at Sardis is the frontispiece of 
the sketchbook.

Line drawing of the south facade of the 
Villa revealed as it emerges from the 
trees.
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Gerhard Kallmann & Michael McKinnell

The watercolor rendering of the ruins of the Temple of 
Artemis at Sardis that is used as a frontispiece 
establishes the intellectual framework for the classical 
precedents that were considered in this sketchbook. 
Several other watercolor sketches scattered through 
the pages of the book, establish a rhythm of reoccur-
ring vignettes that describe an idealized Mediterranean 
landscape that combines metaphorical and virtual 
imagery. This seems to be done to reconfirm the 
classical roots of the place as interpreted through the 
re-creation of Villa dei Papyri and to set a general 
simpatico tone about adding to the original ensemble. 
The design proposal concentrates on development 
along the west side of the Villa that makes connection 
from parking at the top of the hill to the west Portico, 
and from the lower end of the Villa to the Ranch group 
to the north. Several classical urban antecedents are 
used in the design of this west entrance area--Court/
Forum, Stoa, Theater--that are combined in the long, 
oblique arcaded element that is used to organize both 
new and existing site features. The Stoa is the 
dominant element of the formal design strategy.  It’s 
deflected siting functions to create a public forum 
space in front of the entrance to the Villa and it forms 
an arcaded armature that functions as a datum 
organizing various program functions into one con-
tinuous structure.  While no explicit precedent refer-
ence is credited for the dominant form of the auditori-
um that attaches to the arcade, the Asclepieon at 
Pergamon is an obvious source: a small theater 
attached to the inside of an arcade defining a larger 
public courtyard.

The open-air theater and “Belvedere” at the top of the 
hill is an additional classical quotation.  This element 
provides a source of classical focus within the general 
Arcadian ambiance of the design but without any inten-
tion of creating some kind of neo Papyri simulacrum.  

Plan and perspective sketch of the Entry 
Court/Forum.  Notice the narrow “Ravine” 
cut into the hillside for parking access 

These are plans, at the same scale, 
comparing the Getty Center in Brentwood 
and the Proposed Getty Villa.

Perspective sketch of the view from the 
Belvedere of the amphitheater proposed 
for the hill north of the Villa.

Sketches of the Auditorium and Restau-
rant that are built into the Forum stoa.

This sketch of “The Ravine” is typical of 
the early freehand drawings in pen & ink 
directly on the pages of the sketchbook. 

Perspective view looking north along the 
open colonnade to the west entrance op-
posite the Villa, a monumental space.

The Ravine The Entry Court/Forum

right:  Gauche/color Xerox rendering, 
pasted onto the sketchbook page, view 
from the deep cut of the Ravine looking 
toward the west Portico of the Villa.

right:  Gauche rendering, color Xerox col-
or on velum.  This is view looking north 
along the steps of the Stoa and fountain 
in the Forum area west of the entrance 
to the Villa. This painting shows the neo-
classical quality of the Stoa and Forum 
buildings and spaces.

right:  Gauche rendering, color Xerox on 
velum, of a view from the Portico toward 
the Ravine and the west hill beyond.

Building Plans: Here the new group of el-
ements west of the Villa is shown in their 
relationship to the existing building.

Basement and second floor plans of the 
Villa but also including the Stoa/Forum 
and Ravine elements off the west Stoa.
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Parking Site Plan. Study sketches for the Ravine, elevation, 
section, and plan showing the relation-
ships between elements in the Forum.  

Freehand study sketch of the parking 
and other elements and spaces along 
the west side of the Villa. 

Rendered site plan, color Xerox on ve-
lum. Development around the Portico, 
Ranch additions, & amphitheater.

Sketches for the Ravine connection be-
tween the Forum on the west side and 
parking at the top of the hill.

The Sketchbook
The Kallmann/McKinnell sketchbook is a very profes-
sional, logical, presentation for a single design pro-
posal done in beautiful free-hand sketches and letter-
ing. About one third of the original pages are actually 
used, but they are consistent and well organized. In 
the first part of the book, sketches are drawn directly 
onto the sketchbook pages and supported with hand-
lettered text at the bottom of each page.  In the later 
sections, free-hand drawings have been reproduced 
onto bond or velum and fastened to the sketchbook 
pages. Many of these drawings are colored Xerox 
reproductions, some apparently of watercolor or gauche 
originals of different views and elements of the design. 
The last pages show a contour site model indicating 
the schematic position of existing and new elements 
and grading.  The last drawing, inside the rear cover, is 
a large (11” x 28”) fold out site plan.

The Cast GalleryThe Gardens

right:  Watercolor rendering looking 
south along the west side of the Villa, 
with the porch of the Cast Museum in the 
right foreground and the Pacific in the 
distance.

The strength of the KMW sketchbook is the clear, logi-
cal way that this single design proposal is presented 
as six “Strategic Moves.” These 6 moves describe the 
essential features of the proposal; the key vignettes 
combining site conditions, existing buildings, and pro-
gram elements that constitute the proposal.  Beginning 
with the Approach and the Ravine on the west slope, 
the “moves” include a proposal for an Entry Court, 
Forum and Stoa on the west side of the existing Villa, 
a Cast Gallery in the arcade of the Stoa, A landscaped 
zone along the west side of the side called The Gardens, 
and a proposal to convert the ranch complex to a 
Conference Center.  The Design Proposals are drawn 
directly onto the sketchbook pages.

These Design Proposals are followed by the building 
plans resulting from the “strategic moves.” These are 
done as colored Xerox copies pasted to sheets in the 
sketchbook. Following this section, each different pro-
posal is highlighted in color and supported with col-
ored sketches that illustrate the design thinking about 
each design feature.

right:  This view of the Temple of Artemis 
that was used to introduce the sketch-
book is show here in an enlarged view 
as the “Cast Gallery.”

left:  Pen renderings, the Villa Portico 
Stoa and Ravine, lower left, and an 
overall aerial view of the Villa and new 
elements seen from the east. The Ranch 
Complex does not appear in this view.

Notice the section on the left page.

Biography The firm began in 1962 when the City of Boston selected the design of the new City Hall by 
Kallmann McKinnell and Knowles in a nation-wide competition involving 286 architects.

Gerhard Kallmann, Michael Mckinnell, and Edward Knowles were thrust into the architectural 
limelight when they won the national competition for the Boston City Hall in 1962.  At the time 
the three were teaching in the School of Architecture at Columbia University in New York. This 
major Brutalist structure was completed in 1969 and immediately established the the firm on 
the national scene, now as Kallmann & McKinnell. Kallmann studied at the Architectural As-
sociation in London.  Between 1949 and 1986, he taught extensively at several universities 
including the Chicago Institute of Design, Cooper Union, Columbia University, a professorial 
appointment at the Graduate School of Design at Harvard where is now Professor Emeritus, 
and he has been a Bishop Professor at Yale, and  a Bemis Professor at MIT.

Michael Mckinnell was born in Salford, England in 1935.  He studied at the School of Architec-
ture, University of Manchester, graduating in 1958, and in 1960 received a Master’s of Science 
in Architecture from Columbia University.  In 1978, he was awarded an honorary Master of Arts 
degree from the Harvard Graduate School of Design.  McKinnell also has taught extensively at 
several universities including Harvard’s GSD where he taught for 25 years, as a visiting profes-
sor at the School of Architecture at Yale, the University of Manchester, at Columbia University, 
and was a Professor of the Practice of Architecture at MIT. 

The firm became Kallmann Mckinnell & Wood in 1985 when Bruce Wood, a landscape archi-
tect, joined the form.  KMW has had a diverse practice during the past 40 years including a 
wide variety of commissions and they have received numerous design awards.

Gauche/color Xerox rendering, pasted 
in. View from the cut of the Ravine look-
ing toward the west Portico of the Villa.

Early ink free hand, pen and ink sketch 
on velum of west entry area.
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Pen and ink study sketch and plan of 
stair and Agora area, connecting the Fo-
rum Stoa and N. corner of the Villa. 

Site model, photograph, used to diagram 
water features on the site.

left:  Pen rendering of the garden along 
the west side of the Villa and the porch of 
the Cast Museum terrace above on the 
left side.

Pen and ink study sketch of Amphithe-
ater and Belvedere at the top of the north 
hill.

This final spread is a site axonometric, 
drawn in pen on velum, view from the 
southeast. In both the model and this view 

Study sketch in ink & Prismacolor of the 
Forum Stoa, and Ravine now with a ramp 
connecting to the south end of the Villa.

Interview with Michael McKinnell & 
Stefani Mallis:
“The drawing is a mode of thinking, it is a mode of 
exploration and I find myself totally frustrated. You know 
the old story about Borromini, that he was asked to make 
a proposition for Louis XVI and he asked how will it get to 
the King?  They replied, ‘Well, we will have to take your 
drawings.’ Borromini replied, ‘My drawings are my children, 
my drawings are not leaving my studio, you are not taking 
my drawings across the Alps.’”

“...We composed the whole thing together.  There is an 
interesting connection between the form that was required 
of the presentation and the substance of our proposal and 
it may have been serendipitous but I realize now, because 
I haven’t thought about it for many years, that as Stephanie 
said, a book is a progression, it is a narrative.  It exists in 
time, because you can’t see everything at the same time.  
And our proposal actually was very much a kind of episod-
ic narrative to do with the experience of the landscape and 
it was very much based in 18th and early 19th century 
romantic landscape notion that the episodic and the pictur-
esque, and a very definite notion of a narrative.  Now that 
you have pointed it out, I think there are many connections, 
subliminally.”

“More than the Villa, the landscape setting was for us so 
compelling.  In that sense I saw it for myself, and I can’t 
speak for Stephanie, why I was so excited about it was that 
I had become more and more interested in the issue of 
landscape and our work had been moving very much in 
that direction. Dickinson and the Academy.  I thought that 
the only thing we could really do was to make the land-
scape more important, now I like to think that the landscape 
and the architecture are in an equal partnership.  We saw 
this as an opportunity to….well one of the interesting things 
about the Getty competition was that is was not for a build-
ing; there was a possibility for the reuse of the building or 
some accretion to it.  But it wasn’t a set piece building.  The 
set piece was there.  So our focus was on this landscape 
experience.”

“When the office started using computers... the word 
COMMAND came up very frequently and I thought that 
what is wrong about this [is that] I don’t give my hand a 
command.  I have no sense of giving it a command.  My 
hand with my mind is somehow working in the magical way 
that it does when one draws, it is some sort of magical con-
nection that one doesn’t understand, no one understands 
how it works.  But I certainly am not commanding it to do 
things.  I am commanding my hand to make that, which I 
no longer do, the ink presentation drawings of a project, 
but I am not commanding any part of my body when I am 
drawing...”

above: Final rendered Site Plan.

right:  Gauche rendering looking north 
toward the end of the Stoa and the
Restaurant with the Belvedere of the 
Amphitheater on the hill above.

The Amphitheater

of the site, there seem to be no changes 
proposed to the Ranch Complex.



GETTY SKETCHBOOKS

A dried acanthus leaf from the ruins of 
a Greek archaeological site, referencing 
the classical, natural & cultural change.

Storyboard ink perspectives of the back 
entry sequence of the Villa, seemingly 
freehand traces over photographs.
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Rudolfo Machado & Jorge Silvetti

This competition for the Getty Villa, that was executed 
using the sketchbook as the medium, was truly a proj-
ect that could be seen as a perfect fit with Machado/
Silvetti.  Rodolfo Machado and Jorge Silvetti had been 
working together since the 1970’s, they had developed 
a reputation of designing projects that were able to 
remain true to ideas of modernism, but that were also 
sensitive to history.  They were singular in their ability 
to accomplish this most difficult task.  They were one 
of the view firms in the 1980’s that were able to negoti-
ate this condition successfully.  Their work has always 
appealed to the avant-garde camps and at the same 
time it was appreciated by the so-called post-modern-
ists.  This ability to understand the opportunities of 
projects on many levels truly put Machado and Silvetti 
on a different plane than many of their contemporaries. 
Projects such as the Steps of Providence, the Times 
Square Tower, the Leonforte Tower and the Taberna 
Ancipitis Formae to name but a few, separated them 
from the crowd.  One aspect of their work that was 
constantly referenced was the power of the “drawing”.  
Every project that came out of their office was always 
represented through incredible drawings, renderings 
and sketches.  They understood the power of the medi-
um and used it with great effectiveness.  When one 
thinks of the great drawings and renderings of the 
eighties and early nineties, before the computer-revo-
lution, then one ultimately thinks of the office of 
Machado and Silvetti.  Armed with these sensibilities, 
the value of history and the love of drawing, it was an 
obvious choice by the Getty to include them in their 
list of the six firms to compete in the competition.  What 
they produced however went, certainly, far beyond 
what even the most optimistic member of the Getty 
Committee had hoped for.

Collage of an aerial drawing of the Villa 
Luci Calpurni Pisonis and ground plan of 
Roman houses along a street.

Another rendered pencil drawing anayl-
izing issues such as parking conflicts, a 
new garage, and the proper entry.

Rendered pencil drawing of the roof plan 
of the Villa and Ranch Complex, overlaid 
with notations identifying critical issues.

Planting Italian pines on the hills around 
the Villa was seen as essential to captur-
ing an ideal Mediterranean landscape.

Pen and ink sketches showing a design 
for an improved entrance to the Villa from 
the Pacific Coast Highway.

Connecting the atrium and inner peri-
style (red) and Peristyle (green) by “the 
correct sequence” arrow.

left:  Pencil sketch of the proposed 
entrance from the Pacific Coast High-
way, with velum overlay.

above:  “The area away from the Villa 
where the former lemon grove grew is 
still the most appropriate for the devel-
opment of a hortifultural garden of sorts.” 
This sketch design shows a proposal for 
a new garden along the top of the west-
ern hill. This was one of the architects’ 
key strategies and here we see a long 
linear planting with several different ele-
ments and features that seem to contain 
references to regular orchards and to 
more informal plantings. It also defines a 
path along the base of the western hill.

above:  “Contextualizing the Villa.” 
This image, that is also a view of the 
proposed new entrance from the east 
side of the Villa, is a collage of a photo 
of a Roman wall and road and the north 
wall of the Villa.

left:  Pencil on vellum with photo overlay. 
Another site plan showing the position 
and form of the Cast Museum proposed 
for the north end of the Villa. Notice that 
this responds to the geometry of the Villa 
while creating the “street” as a passage-
way to get to the west entrance Portico.  
The photo is a view of one of the few 
surviving Cast Museums at the Carnegie 
Museum in Pittsburg.
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A third site plan showing a more concen-
trated grouping of new buildings between 
the Villa and the Ranch Complex.

Subsequent study sketches for the Cast 
Museum. Floor plans, rendered roof 
plans, elevations, sections, and details.

Roof plan. Notice similarities to the suite 
of tempieti aligned enfiliade along a con-
tinuous gallery in the Beaux-Arts plan.

This plan includes the major design fea-
tures: parking, new entrance, Cast Mu-
seum, & theater accessed by funicular.

More studies of the Cast Museum, ad-
dressing the “poche” space left between 
shaped rooms and ideas for lighting.

This is a two-page foldout perspec-
tive rendering of the interior of one of 
the chambers of the Cast Museum. 

Rodolfo Machado and Jorge Silvetti both received their diplomas in architecture from the Universidad de 
Buenos Aires as well as M.Arch degrees from the University of California at Berkeley. Machado also stud-
ied at the Centre de Resherche d’Urbanisme in Paris, France and continued doctoral studies in archi-
tectural theory at Berkeley until 1973.  Both architects have taught extensively since their school days.    
Machado has taught at Carnegie-Melon Univevrsity, at the Rhode Island School of Design where he 
chaired the department of Architecture from 1978 to 1986.  He has been the Bishop Professor of Archi-
tecture at Yale University, Smith Professor of Architecture Rice University, Jean Labatut Professor of Ur-
banism at Princeton University, and Thomas Jefferson Professor in Architecture at the University of Vir-
ginia. Currently he is Professor in Practice of Architecture and Urban Design at the Harvard University 
Graduate School of Design and Chair of the Department of Urban planning and Design where he has 
taught since 1987. Jorge Silvetti is the Nelson Robinson Jr. Professor of Architecture at the Harvard Uni-
versity Graduate School of Design where he has taught since 1975.  He was chairman of the Architec-

ture Department from 1995-2002.  Both architects are well-known for their innovative studio teaching that 
combines architectural and urban design in a broad assortment of international competitions and projects.  
Machado and Silvetti Associates was founded in 1974. The firm was well known in the early years af-
ter its founding from a series of awards from the American Institute of Architects, and especially for a 
series of theoretical projects for hypothetical clients that received a total of nine progressive Archi-
tecture annual awards and citations between 1976 and 1991. During this period, the firm also received 
seven Boston Society of Architects awards and eight design awards from the New England AIA Chapter. 
In 1991, the firm was given the First Award in Architecture by the American Academy of Arts and Let-
ters.  The firms notable work includes work at Princeton University, Harvard University, Rice University, 
Arizona State University, The University of Arkansas, The University of Utah, the American University 
of Beruit, a branch public library in Boston, a private development in Boston.  They were the winners 
of the 1973 competition for the new Center of Comparative Archaeology at the Getty Villa in Malibu.  

Biography

“Vitruvius Room,” in this proposal, for the 
display of a large model of a city, seen 
only from the mezzanine level.

The Sketchbook
Machado and Silvetti’s sketchbook for the Getty Villa 
competition is divided and organized into essentially 
three different parts.  Part I:  This portion of the book 
explains the firms overall architectural ideas.  It con-
tains a remarkable “preface” and is constructed as if it 
is a fictional sketchbook.  It is composed of sketches 
done on site, in the hotel and on the flights to and from 
Los Angles.  The first page has an actual acanthus leaf 
selected for “its contradictory reality of being both a 
dead fragment of nature and yet a real and lively cul-
tural icon”.  Machado and Silvetti saw a similarity 
between this leaf and the Villa itself.  They approached 
the Villa with a completely serious attitude and without 
irony.  In this first section there are a number of pen 
and ink sketches that explore some of the critical 
aspects of the Villa competition, such as the new 
required entry from the west side and the signage on 
the Pacific Coast Highway.  Beyond this there were 
numerous photos and plans of various roman villas 
that helped set the stage for the second part, which 
entailed the design of the additions and renovations 
proper.   Part II:  This is the bulk of the sketchbook and 
contains the majority of the work done during the two-
week period of the competition.  Remarkably this sec-
tion is 121 pages long, (longer than any of the other 
sketchbooks in their entirety).  The first twenty odd 
pages explore issues such as signage, sequence of 
spaces, site planning and parking and the “contextual-
izing” of the villa. The next 35 pages deal exclusively 
with the design of the major part of the Machado/Silvetti 
program: The Cast Museum.  In this section, one finds 
some of the most sumptuous and engaging drawings 
of the competition. Part III:  This is the appendix and is 
comprised of a series of photos that document ideas 
and precedents.  This organization was very different 
than the other contestants who mostly seemed to just 
launch into the drawings immediately.  The Machado/
Silvetti sketchbook introduces you first to their ideas 
about architecture and sketching.  It leads through a 

narrative describing some of the major problems of 
the Villa and then ultimately takes you on a graphic 
tour of possibilities.  There is a sense of realism in the 
sketchbook that is lacking from the other proposals.  
What is meant by realism is that Machado/Silvetti seem 
completely at ease in terms of describing the buildings 
in various different ways.  There is no fear in rendering 
the buildings as close to reality as they can.  They 
never hide behind abstractions or more sketchy draw-
ings that do not really describe what something might 
be and instead only hint at it.  This aspect of the sketch-
book cannot be overemphasized.  There is a marked 
difference in the perspectives and elevations of the 
Machado/Silvetti sketchbook and those of the other 
firms.  The materiality and detail that are illustrated in 
the Machado/Silvetti sketchbook is more comprehen-
sive and complete.  This love of materiality is expressed 
in much of their work, most notably in the Taberna 
Ancipitis Formae as well as the Princeton Parking 
Garage and the Gateway to Venice. 

above:  Elevation study, Cast Museum, 
pencil rendering on vellum, 2-page fold-
out.  This is one of several rendered 
studies made for the Cast Museum.  The 
imagery of a row of column drums sug-
gests almost a Postmodernist reference 
to classical archetypes.

right: Rendered pencil sketch proposal  
for the roof plan and partial section of 
the Cast Museum and the open Conser-
vation Museum (to the left).  Notice the 
separation of the two elements and the 
continuous skylights over the tall spaces 
of the Cast Museum.

left:  This spread consists of overlap-
ping, freehand sketches of the Cast 
Museum, a collage of drawings on trace 
of elevation and section studies for a new 
building proposed for the north end of the 
Villa and to define a new entry passage 
from a proposed arrival point at the NE 
end. The brick walls, vaulting, and con-

right:  “Special Exhibits.”  This page 
shows a pencil rendering of the interior 
and a small detail section and building 
plan showing the location and view of 
a new space for Special exhibits.  This 
room at the south end of the garage is the 
area directly behind the existing arches 
that can be seen in the rendering.  Again, 
the technique of using a partial collage of 
Xerox fragments from antiquity is used 
to enrich the drawing. 

right:  Pencil sketch and photo mon-
tage of the interior of the Conservation 
Museum, or “Vitruvius Room.”  The mod-
el is the famous EUR model of ancient 
Rome, a large model that is viewed  in a 
similar way from an elevated perimeter 
walk from the mezzanine level. It is mod-
eled on the idea of occupying the interior 
formed inside the drum of a large clas-
sical column, light is admitted by glazed 
gaps between column fluting, and there 
is no roof.

This collage was done with photographs 
of real exhibits pasted on a pencil 
drawing.

crete details make precedential refer-
ences to Roman buildings and construc-
tion, and the work of Louis Kahn. The 
architects proposed Museum that would 
be used to display models of cities in ad-
dition to large plaster casts displayed in 
the Beaux-Arts tradition.

left:  This pencil drawing is of one of the 
walls of the Cast Museum is one of the 
most beautiful drawings in the sketch-
book.  It captures the chiaroscuro qual-
ity that was probably intended to compli-
ment the Roman origins of the Villa.  The 
partial collage of a Xeroxed photo of a 
Roman arch helps enrich this rendering.
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“Alternative Uses for the Existing Park-
ing Garage.” New parking is provided, 
resulting in replanning for the old.

Pencil rendering looking beyond the flut-
ed walls of the Conservation Museum 
(left) and Cast Museum (right).

Rendered site plan sketch developing 
garden features to the west, new gate off 
PCH, Secret Garden, & Rustic Canyon.

Pencil rendered perspective looking west 
along the Villa (left), Cast Museum (right), 
and curving arcade to the Portico.

right:  Final Site Plan, color pencil on a 
sepia transparency of the final roof plan.  
This is a large fold-out drawing, about 14” 
x 44” in size that has been pasted into the 
sketchbook. It was made by drawing the 
new plan over the original and applying 
color pencil to the sepia transparency to 
create a site plan that shows contours, 
roads and paths, adjacent buildings and 
other site features. The earlier proposals 
for landscaping the west hillside are not 
shown clearly in the rendering.

Pencil rendering/photo-montage of the 
Cast Museum from the garage arcade, 
“mysterious, engaging, non-referential.”

“Studies of Wall & Street.”  Here, we see 
studies of the Cast Museum and its rela-
tionship with the north end of the Villa. 

Study of the passage between the Villa 
and Cast Museum, a long narrow space 
rendered like a Roman street.

The oval theater used in the final design 
on the North slope overlooking a dramat-
ic view of the Ranch and Villa below.

Interview
BA:  So we fast-forwarding fifteen years to the present, 
fewer people are sketching or using sketchbooks, what are 
your thoughts on this trend in today’s computer-driven 
society and market?

JS:  Well the project straddled virtually that path, we 
started out with watercolors, which were published and are 
part of their collection and ended up all fully computerized.  
We started with presentations of slides of drawings that we 
photographed a few days earlier that were then developed 
and were put in the trays and we ended up receiving 
images via email that were then put into Powerpoints.  
So I lament it, but it is personal, particularly because you 
know I can’t do anything with the computer so I still draw.  
I think that is the matter of another conversation because 
what is difficult for me is how there is now a distance I have 
from aspects of representing these projects, I mean I have 
to find…. I have found that they are not very practical ways 
of how I design with my assistants. You know you just have 
to sit down at a computer and talk with somebody that 
knows how to do it and tell them what to do.  But I still move 
around this office with trace, everybody knows that.  Also 
as I talked about in the book it was the most accident-prone 
process that you could of imagined.  It is really a miracle 
that we got this job because everything seemed to be 
working against us, you know they were coming out to visit 
us and there was the Northridge Earthquake that delayed 
their visit.  Then when they came to see our work, you 
remember the house in Concord that burned and so they 
had to visit the burned down house and it was February 
and there had been an ice storm the day before, so the bus 
they rented got stuck in the countryside and they were 
being frozen there and it was horrible, and it was dark and 
the house had no lights so they could see very little.  So 
one thing was worse than the other and I told Rodolfo, “You 
know we will never get this job.”  

above:  Perspective view of the proposed 
Roman street looking toward the west 
entrance between the new Cast Museum 
(right) and the existing Villa (left), pencil 
and Prismacolor on vellum.

above:  Perspective, pencil on trace, 
two-page spread.  A view of the complex 
seen from the Amphitheater at the top 
of the north hill.  This could almost be a 
view from one of the Greek theaters in 
Sicily, a scene of an idealized Mediter-
ranean landscape seen across the roofs 
of the Ranch and Villa complexes to the 
Pacific beyond.

left:  This elevation sketch shows the 
connection between the Conserva-
tion Museum (on the left) and the Cast 
Museum (right).  The brick walls model 
Roman construction with minimum 
openings, and relief arches and an 
absence of a roof or cornice details. The 
wall of the Conservation Museum on the 
right has been covered with a veneer of 
travertine panels that seem to define a 
central entry and  several other small non-
functional openings.

above:  Pencil on trace. The remodel-
ing of the Ranch Complex just north of 
the Villa is the subject of this page. The 
sketch plan at the top shows the new 
courtyard to be built around the Monkey 
Fountain that will house the Conserva-
tion quarters.  The north end of the Villa
and the proposed Cast Museum are 
adjacent to the south.  The sketch per-
spective at the bottom is a view of this 
courtyard with a reproduction of the Mon-
key fountain collaged in the foreground.



GETTY SKETCHBOOKS

View of the Mediterranean from Erice 
from the architect’s travel book, A Trip to 
Sicily, 1990. 3 x 5 card, pasted on page.

View from the theater, to the Villa and be-
yond to the Pacific.  Bold flourishes with 
colored markers on ink sketches.
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Juan Navarro-Baldeweg

Juan Navarro saw the Getty site as an idealized 
Mediterranean landscape.  Dominated by a view of “the 
horizon,” the “shining sea” to the west, and populated 
with the archaeological traces of previous cultures, 
the canyon was seen as a natural proscenium framing 
a stage set consisting of classical fragments, both 
existing and imaginary, that would occupy this mythi-
cal garden.  The sketchbook is used as the instrument 
to record this scene, first to excavate its essential 
genius loci in a series of exquisite colored drawings--
like pictures at an exhibition--and then to be used to 
explore ideas about transforming the canyon land-
scape.

Navarro’s drawings transcend mere sketches, like 
those from a traveler’s notebook, because they cap-
ture the deep psychological présence of the place and 
probe its potential for change.  This process is seen as 
the key to understanding this site; drawing is seen as 
a discipline that is transferable to the act of building.

Navarro enjoys a reputation not only as an architect, 
but also as a sculptor and painter. “I very often I think 
about the site through the eyes of the artist,” he says.  
“The first time I went to Los Angeles and Malibu, it was 
like the Mediterranean, it was disarming.  A painter that 
I really like a lot is Richard Diebenkorn, the painter 
from Santa Monica [referring to the Ocean Park Series].  
And then of course the [ideas] are coming from Matisse 
and Matisse is the Mediterranean teacher…like Picasso.  
So, I thought that…from my experience of landscape 
that in a more abstract way, reminded me of the 
Mediterranean.  And then I started making drawings.     
I was very interested in--you can see it very, clearly in 
the proposal for the open theater.  The open theater in 
the upper part of the site to have the clear view of the 
sea and the sky, the horizon…and this comes from 
many Mediterranean Greek places. So this was my 
memory. It was very important for the meaning.”

Diagram of west entrance sequence 
from the south peristyle garage, ramping 
along the west side of the Villa.

Parking diagrams proposing surface 
parking along the western hillside.

Sketch of the West Garden access ramp, 
revised to align with the entrance ramp.

right:  Another view from the proposed 
theater at the top of the North Slope to-
ward the Pacific Ocean. Navarro’s paint-
erly drawing style characterizes these 
simple sketches.

Axonometric showing the atrium of the 
Villa with remodeled parts of the Ranch 
and new entrances to the Museum.

Sketch view of the Peristyle Garden 
looking north toward a proposed open-
air theater on the upper north hill.

Preliminary site plan. basic site strategy 
and program elements along the floor of 
the Cañon de Sentimiento.
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Axonometric sketch of the West Garden 
entry ramps from the Villa garage to the 
upper Portico.

Rendered section cut of the partially 
concealed parking spaces carved into 
the slope.

Section perspective of the pedestrian 
path and terrace treatment proposed for 
the hillside north of the Villa. 

Partial sketch site plan of north-western 
extensions to the original Villa. Open-air 
theater, parking, pond, and orchard.

Sketch of pond and orchard proposed 
for the west hillside with remnants of a 
lemon grove. 

Theater at Taormina, “A Trip To Sicily.” 
Similar to his sketch looking across the 
Greek theater & Roman stage remains.

The Sketchbook
Navarro the artist is minimalist and abstract and the 
concept of keeping a sketchbook to record one’s ideas 
and images is a very natural and essential process. 
The quality of the drawings certainly reflects his artis-
tic background and the sketches seem to owe a debt to 
a general Mediterranean milieu and especially to Henri 
Matisse and the Fauvists. In the sketchbook, each page 
is treated as a separate framed image with two pages 
separating drawings, a technique common to the pro-
duction of art books to emphasize the unique quality of 
each image.

Navarro has a unique drawing style.  A few bold lines, 
made with a black fountain or felt-tipped pen, record 
the basic scene: part of a plan, a perspective scene, 
or a section diagram.  Bright-colored felt pens-char-
treuse, canary yellow, aquamarine, blue, cyan, green, 
and pink--are then used to highlight and accentuate the 
line drawings, sometimes as a large flourish indicating 
a landscaped edge, sometimes as a simple horizon-
tal line recording the Pacific horizon, occasionally as 
a bold black-filled area to register a section cut, or as 
broad strokes of the brush or pen to indicate building 
shadows and depth.  These colors are used sparingly 
to capture the light and spatial ambience of this mari-
time landscape in a highly abstract albeit interpreta-
tive, minimalist fashion, that records essential features 
in a brilliantly illuminated, Impressionist manner. The 
exuberant use of bright colors, more than any other 
single quality of the sketchbooks captures the spirit 
of this place and suggests how it is understood and 
used. General spatial and formal intentions are clearly 
defined; details are left to the imagination. Far from a 
process of recording a design process, the story-board 
style of several of the sketchbooks, Navarro leaves us 
with this brilliant set of plates as if taken from a gallery 
of paintings; visions of an almost mythical landscape.  
Captions are small typed labels at the bottom of each 
plate.  There is no extended narrative that describes 
and informs beyond the images themselves, just these 
powerful impressions. The quality of the ink line and 
color on each page is the extension of an inner cog-
nitive visualization of the critical élan of the physical 
condition.

above:  Another view of the site cut boldly 
through the theater, now with performers 
occupying the stage. The rendered the-
ater section suggests a pattern of Car-
tesian interventions on the canon land-
scape that extend to the sea and distant 
maritime horizon.

left:  This wonderful quick, colored sketch 
is a view looking from a new colonnaded 
porch west of the Portico across a plaza 
to the old 2-story porch of the west Por-
tico. This is a hypothetical sketch of the 
public plaza to be built in fron of the two-
story existing portico on the west side of 
the old museum. Seen through the dark, 
back-lit columns of the new colonnade 
of the new arcade to be built against the 
west hillside, Navarro has creaged a view 
of stage-set quality for the new entrance 
to the Villa.

left:  Perspective sketch from the theater.   
This bold sketch is one of several simi-
lar views looking across the theater to 
the Villa below and the sea beyond. This 
drawing technique makes subtle refer-
ences to Matisse’s use of bright colors, 
but also to quintessential Sicilian Land-
scapes such as Taormina where the the-
ater stage is seen as an aperture to an 
almost mythical scene beyond. 

Schematic sections & elevations of the 
Ranch (above), Museum, and Theater 
(below).

Sketches of the Peristyle courts of the 
Villa pasted in from a smaller sketchbook 
used on the site reconnaissance tour.
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Elevation of the north hillside showing 
the theater (right), parking (left), pool, or-
chard, and part of the Ranch complex. 

Partial site plan around the proposed 
open air theater on a raised plinth refer-
encing Navarro’s Sicilian precedents.

Sketch partial axonometric of the new 
additions along the west and north sides 
of the villa.

Schematic plans for the two upper levels 
of the Villa showing the new entrance.

Schematic Villa basement plan convert-
ing parking into the Cast Museum, an 
Auditorium & conferences spaces.

Schematic plan and section of the Schol-
ars in Residence just north-east of the 
Ranch group.

Interview
“From the beginning I very often I think in the site through 
the eyes of the artist. So, I thought that …from my experi-
ence of landscape that…in a more abstract way [it reminds] 
me of the Mediterranean.  And then I start making draw-
ings.  I was very interested in—you can see it very , clear-
ly in the Machado proposal—the open theater.  The open 
theater in the upper part of the site to have the clear view 
of the sea and the sky, the horizon. And, this comes from 
many Mediterranean Greek places.”

“This is the way I work.  I start with drawings.  I start also 
dealing with the site trying to get inspiration sometimes...”

“To me [it] was very important, the drawing, the sketches.  
And when I talk with students I usually sketch.  And then 
also I make sketches. I think it is a different culture now.”

“I like to use color in a very clean way.  Some of the reds 
have been in the tradition of Spain and also from Matisse…
in Matisse’s tradition…the red [is] similar to a few of his 
paintings. I think painters love color always…they use very 
few colors and the most rich thing is the color.  It is like gold 
in a way…for the painter and I like this.”

above:  Site axonometric, free hand, pen 
and ink, hatching. This is the last draw-
ing in the sketchbook, a two-page spread 
showing an aerial view of the complex. 
The drawing technique is the same as 
the partial plans and axonometrics that 
appeared earlier; here they are connect-
ed and more complete. 

The architect’s strategy of building eco-
nomically is achieved by occupying the 
existing Villa more efficiently. Using the 
garage as the Cast Museum and adding 
as few new buildings as possible results 
in a simple and concise design.

left:  Overall oblique aerial view from the 
west showing the west hill proposals and 
a new small parking area at the top of 
the west slope.

left:  Another view from the theater at the 
top of the north slope. Navarro’s painterly 
drawing style characterizes these simple 
sketches.

above:  Sketch section of the conversion 
of the garage to a Cast Museum. similar 
to the colored sketches for the theater 
area, this is a combination of a section 
and 3D view of the volume of the existing 
garage and how it might be lighted with 

exhibits displayed on a series of 
platforms in the large empty space. This 
is a pen and ink sketch; however, the 
marker pens are also used as a drawing 
instrument to emulate the atmosphere of 
the lighting and exhibits.

A long site section captures the organi-
zation of building groups in the sloping 

canyon, theater the upper left, Ranch 
Complex and Villa in the center.



GETTY SKETCHBOOKS

“Analytical sketches of the site around 
the Ranch House, to the North, romantic 
gardens leading up to the Chaparral....”

“Schematic plan showing the organiza-
tion of spaces around the Villa & relations 
with the upper site of Ranch House.
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Álvaro Siza-Vieira

The sketchbook idea for conducting a competition 
seemed to be made to order for Álvaro Siza. Probably 
no contemporary architect compares with him for the 
distinctive free-hand pen and ink sketching technique 
that he uses as a design medium and that has been 
published in the many books and exhibits about his 
work. This record of an Architect’s creative process 
connects Siza to a long tradition of other modern archi-
tects famous for their sketchbooks including Le 
Corbusier, Aldo Rossi, Michael Graves, Louis Kahn, 
Alvar Aalto and others. Intended to level the playing 
field so that a small firm could compete with a large 
firm with more resources, this decision to produce a 
sketchbook in a very short period of time as a way to 
select an architect probably had the reverse effect of 
tilting the field in favor of an architect who could draw 
and design on the spot. Siza was in the right place at 
the right time.

An overall oblique aerial view of the 
canyon from the west. All the key features 
are evident in this minimalist sketch.

More studies of the auditorium volume. Change from a windowless painting gal-
lery to a day-lit sculpture gallery shown 
in this view of the second floor gallery.

left:  “A proposal for lighting in the 
upper galleries. The majority of exhibi-
tion pieces (sculptures and objects) will 
occupy the central area of the rooms.  In 
the eventual need for recentering light 
on the wall surfaces either independent 
floor lamps (indirect light) or projectors 
hanging from the large opening in the 
ceiling will be provides.” These drawings 
are exploring ways to light and display 
artifacts in the 2nd floor of the Villa. 

Sketch of the interior of the Cast Museum 
proposed for the old parking structure.

Studies for the Auditorium addition to the 
Ranch House complex.

Oblique aerial of the site showing the 
long gallery along the Villa, the grotto, 
and connection to the west hill.

Siza learned to draw as a young man and later as a 
student in Beaux-Arts school where he studied paint-
ing and sculpture before turning to architecture. But, 
in addition to the training as an artist there were other 
qualities about Siza’s work that made him an ideal can-
didate for the Getty project. Many of the early Portuguese 
projects were built on difficult sites that required a 
developed attitude about the relationship between 
building and the natural landscape and the layered 
complexity of building in an urban context.  The Malibu 
canyon could be seen as a version of this condition, a 
fascinating landscape, miraculously surviving in the 
midst of the perimeter sprawl of metropolis, a site fac-
ing the sea that included the archaeological remains of 
a neo-Andalusian estate as well as the recently con-
structed faux reproduction of an Herculaneum villa 
complete with a priceless original of Hercules domi-
nating the Peristyle axis. While Siza prefers to play 
down the accounts of his contextual prowess, clearly 
this was another condition made to order for an archi-
tect of his skills. His devsign methodology is a com-
pletely transparent process developing from observa-
tion to analysis to design in what Frampton refers to as 
a form of “highly sophisticated and rigorous epistemo-
logical inquiry” (Frampton, Alvaro Siza; Poetic 
Profession, p. 10). 

left:  This view looking south along 
the west side of the Villa and the Herb 
Garden is one of a series of sketches that 
form a scenographic tour of the site.

left:  “Taking drinks on the West porch of 
the Villa.”  This drawing below captures 
the almost festive quality of this garden 
terrace.

right:  “Restaurant Terraces as seen from 
the Villa.”  Part of the original tour.

above:  “Upper floor exhibition room.”  
The architect’s sketch of the 2nd floor 
gallery spaces, now showing rooms with 
large central skylights.
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Studies for the outdoor theater with 
underground support facilities illuminat-
ed by a sunken patio.

General view of the northwest slope. 
North, a new U-shaped building. South, 
covered parking and outdoor theater.

Main floor plan showing the public 
spaces at the entry level. The precise 
layout of the ramp is also shown.

Upper Villa level plan, showing the 
organization of gallery spaces.

Schematic, drafted plans of the two 
levels of the Ranch Complex.

Drafted plans and sections of the 
topography and proposed ramp entry.

Schematic, drafted plan of the remodeled 
Villa during the final stages of design.

Schemes for reorganizing the Villa 
spaces, leaving the site as untouched as 
possible to “recenter” the existing Villa.

The Sketchbook
The sketchbook reveals this process and provides 
critical insights to his work. The sketches are similar 
to Picasso’s etchings where a few brief strokes cap-
ture the essential qualities of a subject or scene. With 
Siza, however, the sketches seem to occur spontane-
ously as a graphic record of visual phenomena. They 
are a form of visual thinking; reiterative visual notes. 
Sketching is used as a speculative medium to record 
and analyze. His technique is to fill a page with a lot of 
small drawings that appear to be quickly done without 
much rendering or hatching or fussing with detail and 
seem to be trying to capture and record the form of 
something with a few critical strokes; people, things, 
places, details, fragment of all kinds, usually in 3-D 
space but also of elements, materials and details. The 
22 pages of sketches from the notebook used on-site 
were later transferred into the official sketchbook.

Siza’s drawings are a form of spatial research that 
evolves from many small sketches that record the site 
to sketches that record design ideas and details. First 
there is an intensive period of free hand sketching. 
This is done in the field using a sketchbook but also 
seems to be the medium used in the early stages of 
working out a project. In the second phase, the con-
cepts that originate in the sketching process are 
described with precise, mechanical drawings that seem 
intended to test the sketches, the program, the struc-
ture, the size of rooms, heights, the spatial organiza-
tion and other elements that need to be described with 
precision: actual dimensions, windows, doors, stairs, 
railings, and construction details. Siza the technician 
still works in the sparse, economical, logical way but 
now in a construction mode resulting in the aesthetic 
precision of the mechanical drawings for which the 
architect is equally well known. In this phase, the build-
ing takes on a different personality. The imprecise, 
spontaneous, tentative quality of the sketches is 
replaced by calculated logic and impeccable drafting.

above:  “Entering the Main Peristyle 
Garden from the garage.” (A note at the 
bottom of the sheet refers to the title of 
this section of the sketchbook, “Visiting 
The Site.”) This is one of a series of draw-
ings recording the site as the architect 

left:  “The first impression of the site as a 
whole. Possibilities of new areas between 
the Villa and the Ranch House in this site 
presently occupied by parking lots and 
small buildings.” “Proposals” has been 
written at the bottom of the page, indicat-
ing a shift to active design. This small, 
sketch axonometric of most of the site is 
the first overall view that shows the Villa 
in its context and some of the proposed 
additions.  The Ranch House has some 
changes and there is a new u-shaped 
block northeast of the Villa.  Ideas about 
the development of the west hillside de-
velopment will emerge later. Siza is able 
to capture the topography of the cañon 
landscape with a few strokes of the pen.

left:  “View of the herb garden towards 
the Villa, on the left stone retaining walls, 
and terraces.” This is another sketch 
view of the original reconnaissance walk 
of the site.

above:  Most of the essential features 
of the final proposal can be seen in this 
aerial sketch. The captions explain the 
concept. The paper is different indicating 
a change of material  (velum) suggest-
ing that this sketch was not done on the 
original tour and it probably was made 
during the several days that Siza and 
Peter Testa worked in their hotel room. 
Color pencil highlights have been added 
for emphasis. The captions in pencil at 
the bottom: “A first impression of pos-
sible articulations between old and new 
constructions and an organization of 

left: This is another overall oblique aer-
ial view from the south.  The last two 
sketches have made the transition from 
prescriptive views of the existing situa-
tion to tentative overall design solutions.

takes us on a visual tour of the Villa using 
his trademark freehand sketches. In this 
drawing, the medium is pencil on a page 
removed from a smaller spiral notebook 
and has been attached to a page in the 
sketchbook with the caption added.

movement sequences and paths. There 
is also a description of the “Proposal.” 
“Top the right in green the main road 
from the Pacific Coast Highway (main 
service access and distribution). To the 
left, in orange, the access from Los Lion-
ess Drive (Main public access and distri-
bution). This road leads to a landscaped, 
partly underground parking area. From 
here the path is made on foot either to 
the outdoor proposed theater, or to the 
west entry of the Villa and the Ranch 
House.”

right:  Sketch perspective looking north 
along the west side of the Villa and the 
Herb Garden toward the West Portico.
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Another oblique aerial sketch of the 
ramp and other treatments for the west 
hillside.

Another page of studies of details and 
view os the ramp element strategy for 
the west hill.

Vertical photograph of the contour 
model with buildings showing the site 
boundaries.

The oblique views showing more of the 
relationship of building to contour.

Photographs of a partial model of the 
gallery/ramp structure proposed for the 
new entrance to the Villa.

Partial model of the gallery element, the 
most architecturally developed feature of 
the design.

above:  “Study of the access patio to the 
west of the Villa, including ramps and 
connections to the Ranch House site.” 
This is one of the early pen and ink de-
sign sketches for the western entry. 

right: This is another axonometric view 
of the whole complex. At this stage of 
the book Siza is beginning to study the 
relationship between the Villa and the 
Ranch Complex. In this sketch, a ”U”-
shaped building is shown to the east 
of the Ranch and what appears to be a 
theater form connecting the Villa and the 
Ranch buildings.

Vertical photograph of the contour model 
with buildings, essentially a roof plan.

Interview with Siza: 
Drawing vs. the Computer

“Yes, and also you can draw on the computer...but in my 
mind or in my experience if you do it, lets say with a pen, it 
is so quick and so open-minded leaving you the freedom to 
go slow this way or back or back. Makes an open differ-
ence. The computer makes it very difficult to substitute this 
or to indicate building shadows and depth.” 

“I use ink, I like ink, but I’m not explaining to you. I didn’t 
start as an architect. I wanted to be a sculptor. Very soon I 
loved drawing. My family didn’t like the idea. They had this 
idea that the artist was for India and the poor. And I did not 
want to have conflict.  My father was too charming a per-
son to fight with so I went to school where they teach paint-
ing, sculpture, and architecture.” And my idea was to study 
architecture. OK they had architecture, which my father 
found not so bad. My father was an engineer. And my idea 
was to change quietly to sculpture. But the school had a 
very good model of change, new professors, and young 
people.  So, I was interested in architecture. But I always 
do much drawing, drawing constantly. This I like, for plea-
sure.”

“...if you make it with your hand, use your hand there is a 
kind of communication between the hand and its abilities 
and the mind that is difficult to see how the computer can 
substitute this. 

“...sometimes the project does not go on. It blocks ideas 
from coming.  And then I talk and I make some drawings 
completely open without [any] relation with the project at 
hand.  And, sometimes some beautiful drawings come at 
the idea that I use in the project.  So, I think you need to 
know how drawing with your hands liberates the mind.  
How the depictions can liberate and help to find new 
ways.”

On using the sketchbook format for the Getty:

“I like this very much. It comes straight to my way of work-
ing. Because when I get the work usually I go and visit the 
site and even before have been looking at the program. I 
make sketches.  I need to have an idea even that I have to 
change it. What is coming from this [referring to a blank 
sheet of paper]? So when I have a project I still sometimes, 
even before visiting the site...I begin making something. 
Because I know that when I have some beginning I can go 
and change and say it is different probably and make 
changes.”

above:  This view titled simply the “Main 
area of development” is a quite elaborate 
sketch, done in pen and colored pencil on 
velum, of the entire site around the Villa. 
Only the open-air amphitheater proposed 
for the lower part of the site has been left 
out.  This seems to be modeled from an 
oblique aerial view of the Villa but shows 
the major features of the long gallery and 
ramps, patio and grotto of the west hill, 
and a little of the Ranch group including 
the U-shaped building in the upper right 
corner of the sketch.  Some dimensions 
have been noted on the sketch, presum-
ably to better understand the real sizes 
of major features. In interview, Siza ex-
plained how he paces-off dimensions 
while visiting a site.

right: “Studies of the Terrace gallery 
and ramps.” The long ramp/wall that is 
a dominant feature in the final proposal 
is the subject of this sketch. Notice that 
a different sketchbook is being used for 
these studies.

above:  Sketch study of the ramp-gallery 
and west Portico of the Villa. The rela-
tions between the west patio of the Villa 
and the gardens leading up to the Ranch 
House.

left: Study sketches of the ramps and
access gallery.

right:  This sketch shows the two spaces 
formed by the ramp/gallery/wall element 
along the west hill.

far right:  “Interior view of the vaulted 
grotto leading from the elevator and nat-
ural amphitheater, preparing the main 
entrance to the Villa.” This sketch sug-
gests a picturesque dimension not seen 
previously in the overall rationalist tone 
of the design.

View showing the character of the can-
yon and the position and spatial quality 
of the buildings.




